Stochastic Graph Transformation combines the benefits of graphical modelling with stochastic analysis techniques. In this paper we report on our framework Sma for Stochastic Modelling and Analysis, and SGT , a tool which uses the framework for Stochastic Graph Transformation.
Introduction
In distributed and mobile systems with volatile bandwidth and fragile connectivity, non-functional aspects such as performance and reliability become more and more important. To analyse such properties, stochastic methods are required. At the same time such systems are characterized by a high degree of architectural reconfiguration. This gave rise to the notion of Stochastic Graph Transformation [HLM04] , which combines the benefits of using graph transformation for system modelling with the power of stochastic analysis as known from areas such as queueing theory, Markov theory, or recently probabilistic model checking.
While this combination is conceptually beneficial, it is still difficult to integrate graphical modelling with stochastic analysis when it comes to tool support. Though many tools are available to meet the requirements of either graphical modelling or stochastic analysis, there is still lack of tool support to combine both aspects. Thus, to analyse case studies for stochastic graph transformation, there was the need to develop something to bridge the gap between intuitive modelling and good analysis capabilities.
When developing the tool, we did not want to restrict ourselves to a specific approach, but wanted to retain flexibility both in the modelling and the analysis paradigm. Therefore, we decided to build a framework to accomodate the integration of different approaches to stochastic modelling and analysis.
In this paper, we present such a framework. Section 2 presents the overall architecture and main ideas, while Section 3 discusses how we used the framework for stochastic graph transformation. Section 4 concludes the paper and presents further ideas.
A Framework for Stochastic Modelling and Analysis
The main aim of the Sma framework is to keep modelling and analysis of stochastic systems separate but to allow tight integration of specific tools at the same time.
Since we want to reuse the existing powerful tools when investigating stochastic systems, we have to adapt to these tools and map between the different kinds of models they deal with. Furthermore, we want to perform non-trivial transformations on the models, such as merging modular specifications [HLM05a] , minimizing the state space etc. To meet these requirements, we use pipes and filters [SG96] as main architectural style: Each pipe represents a model and each filter transforms data from one representation into another. Because the filters are independent of each other, we are able to reuse the adaptors and transformations in many different combinations. Figure 1 depicts the architecture of the Sma framework. The system specification is twofold: we separate functional and stochastic specification. Using the functional specification, the first step is state space generation. Because this is done by external tools, the input adaptor transforms the state space representation into our own data structures. In the next step, we extend the state space with the stochastic parts of the specification. The resulting model could subsequently be transformed. This is an important step, because most often, the input transition system is not in a form that is easy to analyse. At last, the model is exported through an output adaptor and eventually analysed.
Thus, we focus on two key aspects: The extension of a state-based system to obtain some kind of stochastic model (such as a Discrete or Continuous Time Markov Chain) and the transformation of this model such that it is easier to analyse. For the modelling and analysis part we are able to reuse existing tools.
The separation of functional and stochastic aspects in the specification is most reasonable since many of the existing approaches to stochastic system modelling extend existing formalisms with stochastic information. Examples are stochastic Petri nets [KBD + 94] or stochastic process algebras [BH01] . Since both rely on labelled transition systems it would be possible to build up a tool chain to investigate such systems using our framework.
Stochastic Graph Transformation with SGT
Since our focus is on stochastic graph transformation (SGT), we now illustrate the framework by discussing SGT , our tool to analyse SGT systems along with a simple example.
A SGT System consists of a Graph Transformation System [Roz97] together with a mapping which associates with each rule a positive real number, the rate of the exponentially distributed application delay of the transformation. We showed in [HLM04] how this leads to a Continuous Time Markov Chain (CTMC).
As a proof of concept, we modelled and analysed an example situation in mobile communications with SGT . Given a fixed network of base stations, a mobile device can connect to one of them in order to make a call, and disconnect afterwards. A station may be broken with a certain probability, and will then be repaired. The actual state of a station (broken or not broken) is expressed by a boolean attribute, whose value switches between true and false, stochastically triggered by rules fail and repair. The configuration of such a mobile network can easily and intuitively be represented as an attributed graph. The corresponding rules are shown in Fig. 2 and 3 .
Apart from the graph grammar, the specification of a SGT System consists of a table containing the rates of the exponential distribution 3 associated with the rules (Fig. 4) . We generate the labelled transition system defined by the graph grammar with Groove [Ren04] and use SGT to combine the Groove output with the rates, yielding a CTMC, exported in Prism [KNP02] format. Prism is a stochastic model checking tool which allows for a variety of stochastic models and logics, including CTMCs and Continuous Stochastic Logic (CSL).
As Fig. 5 shows, SGT consists of different components: The Groove adaptor to understand Groove's representation of a labelled transition system, the CTMC decorator which maps the application rates of the transformation rules to the corresponding transitions, a so-called Rate Multiplier to replace multiple transitions with identical label, source and target with one transition and the multiplied rate (see [HLM05b] ), and the Prism adaptor to generate a CTMC in the Prism language.
times are often modelled in this manner (see the discussion in [FCL98] ).
We emphasize, that the transformation-step (multiplication of the rates), can be easily extended with additional transformations. This could be used to cope with parameterized rules, prioritized rules, typing information (Groove has no typing-concept)
Conclusion and Perspectives
In this paper, we presented the Sma framework and SGT , our tool for stochastic graph transformation. By using the pipes and filters architecture we gain a lot of flexibility. First, we can easily replace modelling and analysis tools, for example there are other probabilistic model checkers besides Prism or interesting specification languages like PEPA [GH94] . Second, we could also model more complex systems. For example, if a rule is associated with an Erlang distribution, SGT can be extended by a filter which introduces virtual states into the CTMC in order to simulate the Erlang distribution. Every probability density function with rational Laplace transform can be treated in that manner [Cox55] . At last, apart from CTMCs, we plan to support other stochastic models like Discrete Time Markov Chains or Hybrid Systems [MP03] .
